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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name：New Arrival Oval Brass Inlay White Tictax Marble Mosaics Tiles

Short Description: Tictax marble mosaics is a

unique mosaic pattern in the design, when it is

inlaid with oval brass as a frame, the tiles are

injected with primitive textures. We offer a

wholesale price as well for this new arrival mosaic

marble product, let us know if you like it.

Model No.: WPM416

Pattern: Waterjet

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble, Metal

Product Detail:

Product Description

We are committed to meeting all needs and solving the problems from our customers

encounter with your industrial components, and our partners include importers, traders,

wholesalers, and contractors. Tictax marble mosaics is a unique mosaic pattern in the design,

when it is inlaid with oval brass as a frame, the tiles are injected primitive textures. We offer a

wholesale price as well for this new arrival mosaic marble product, let us know if you like it.
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The business is not only limited to starting with an order but searching for a common topic

about business and products to exchange and make improvements.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: New Arrival Oval brass Inlay White Tictax Marble Mosaics Tiles

Model No.: WPM416

Pattern: Waterjet Oval

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM416

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Carrara Grey Marble, Brass

Model No.: WPM183

Color: White & Grey & Gold

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal Marble, Carrara Marble, Grey Marquina Marble,

Brass

Model No.: WPM013

Color: White & Gold

Marble Name: Oriental White Marble, Brass

Product Application

Compared with glass mosaic or porcelain mosaic, an incomparable advantage of the natural marble

mosaic stone is that it can make personalized designs and match different shapes and colors according

to people’s ideal patterns and ideas in mind. This New Arrival Oval brass Inlay White Tictax Marble



Mosaics Tiles is an example to show individualism. Be it bathrooms, kitchens, or hallways, indoor mosaic

wall tiles of this marble brass collection will look wonderful.

From ordinary hexagon mosaic, and diamond mosaic, to herringbone chevron mosaic and waterjet

mosaic, the brass inlay in marble mosaic products is just some of our stunning examples of stone

mosaic tiles that will completely transform your home giving it a fresh dose of charm.

FAQ

Q: What do I need to provide for a quote for this New Arrival Oval brass Inlay White Tictax Marble

Mosaics Tiles?

A: Please provide the mosaic pattern or our Model No. of our marble mosaic products, quantity, and

delivery details if possible, we will send you a specific product quotation sheet.

Q: Is your price negotiable or not?

A: The price is negotiable. It can be changed according to your quantity and packaging type. When you

are making an inquiry, please write the quantity you want in order to make the best account for you.

Q: What is the loading port of this product?

A: XIAMEN, CHINA

Q: What area does the brass inlaid marble mosaic apply on?

A: The brass inlaid marble mosaic is mainly applied on the wall decoration, such as the bathroom wall,

kitchen wall, and wall backsplash.


